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Abstract

Cortical trauma can lead to development of electrographic paroxysmal activities. Current views of trauma-induced epileptogenesis
suggest that chronic neuronal hyperexcitability and extensive morphological reorganization of the traumatized cortex are required for
the generation of electrographic seizures. However, the mechanisms responsible for the initiation of electrographic seizures shortly
after cortical injury are poorly understood. Here we show that, in the experimental model of partially deafferented (undercut) cortex, an
increase in intrinsic and synaptic excitability of neurons in areas adjacent to the undercut cortex is sufficient for the generation of
electrographic paroxysmal activity within few hours after partial cortical deafferentation. Locally increased and spatially restricted
neuronal excitability arose from the increased incidence of intrinsically bursting neurons, enhanced intrinsic and synaptic neuronal
responsiveness, and slight disinhibition. These mechanisms only operate in neurons located in the vicinity of partially deafferented
sites because, after the cortical injury, partially deafferented neurons are mostly silent and hypoexcitable. Our results suggest that
trauma-induced electrographic seizures first arise in cortical fields that are closest to the site of injury and such seizures do not require
long-term neuronal reorganization.

Introduction

Neurotrauma is often associated with development of hyperexcitable

foci, eventually leading to electrographic seizures. The mechanisms of

trauma-induced epileptogenesis have been investigated in models

of chronic cortical deafferentation (Burns, 1951; Sharpless, 1969;

Halpern, 1972; Burns & Webb, 1979; Prince & Tseng, 1993). Cortical

trauma induces a condition of partial disfacilitation, which increases

the excitability and favours the development of seizures. Three main

sources of increased neuronal excitability are usually considered: (i)

increased intrinsic excitability; (ii) increased synaptic excitability; and

(iii) trauma-activated extracellular factors. In acutely prepared neo-

cortical slabs in vivo, with complete deafferentation, in which the

synaptic activity is significantly suppressed, the proportion of neurons

displaying an intrinsically bursting (IB) firing pattern is twofold higher

than in the intact cortex of anaesthetized animals (Timofeev et al.,

2000) and eightfold higher than in the cortex of awake animals

(Steriade et al., 2001). Thus, IB neurons exert a stronger postsynaptic

input in the deafferented cortex. The high input resistance during

periods of disfacilitation (Contreras et al., 1996) might be an additional

factor leading to development of seizures. Also, acute brain lesions

result in immediate increase in [Kþ]o (Moody et al., 1974) leading

to cellular depolarization, increased excitability (Traynelis &

Dingledine, 1988; McNamara, 1994), positive shift in Cl– reversal

potential (Tasker & Dudek, 1991) and conversion of the firing pattern

of some regular-spiking (RS) neurons to an IB one (Jensen et al., 1994;

Jensen & Yaari, 1997). Brain injury is also accompanied by a parallel

increase in extracellular glutamate levels (Sakowitz et al., 2002). In

chronic conditions, additional factors might have an important role,

such as sprouting of afferents and increased synaptic as well as

intrinsic neuronal responsiveness (Salin et al., 1995; Tseng & Prince,

1996; Turrigiano et al., 1998; Bush et al., 1999).

A model of partial cortical deafferentation, in which cortico-cortical

local connections are virtually intact, creates conditions for: (i) gradual

differences in intrinsic and synaptic properties between neurons from

relatively intact and partially deafferented areas; and (ii) preserved

intracortical propagation of electrical activity. The intrinsic and

synaptic properties of deafferented neurons have extensively been

studied in neocortical slices maintained in vitro after chronic injury

(Prince & Tseng, 1993; Hoffman et al., 1994; Prince et al., 1997; Li &

Prince, 2002).

The acute changes in intrinsic and synaptic excitability of neurons

within partially deafferented areas and in areas adjacent to the undercut

cortex have not yet been investigated. We assumed that acute altera-

tions in neuronal excitability might contribute to the generation of

electrographic seizures in hours after deafferentation, and that different

levels of neuronal hyperexcitability in intact and partially deafferented

cortical areas might be responsible for the initiation of highly localized

electrographic seizures. To test these ideas, we used field potentials

and extra- as well as intracellular recordings of neuronal activity from

the relatively intact area 5 and the partially deafferented area 21 of the

cat suprasylvian gyrus in vivo. Data show that partial cortical deaf-

ferentation increases the intrinsic excitability and synaptic respon-

siveness of neurons in foci that are adjacent to deafferented sites within

a few hours after the lesion, and that, in combination with slight
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disinhibition, these factors lead to development of electrographic

paroxysmal activity. Some of these results have been presented in

abstract form (Topolnik et al., 2002).

Materials and methods

Animal preparation

Acute experiments were performed on 47 adult cats of either sex,

anaesthetized with ketamine–xylazine (10–15 and 2–3 mg/kg i.m.,

respectively). Experiments were carried out in accordance with the

guidelines published in the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of

Laboratory Animals and all experimental procedures were approved

by the committee for animal care of Laval University. The electro-

encephalogram (EEG) was monitored continuously during the

experiments to maintain a sufficient level of anaesthesia. Additional

doses of the same anaesthetic were given at the slightest tendency

toward an activated EEG pattern. All pressure points and the tissues

to be incised were infiltrated with lidocaine (0.5%). The animals

were paralysed with gallamine triethiodide (20 mg/kg) and ventilated

artificially while monitoring the end-tidal CO2 concentration at

3.5–3.8% as well as the ECG (acceptable range, 90–110 beats/

min). Body temperature was maintained at 37–38 8C. The stability

Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental paradigm. Upper panel depicts the dorsal view of the left hemisphere of cat brain. Shaded area along the suprasylvian gyrus
indicates the size of partially deafferented cortex. Electroencephalogram (EEG), extra- and intracellular recording electrodes were placed in two sites: relatively intact
area 5 (anterior part of suprasylvian gyrus) and partially deafferented area 21 (posterior part of suprasylvian gyrus). Bipolar stimulating electrode was placed in the
middle part of suprasylvian gyrus with equal distance between recording sites. Middle panel indicates control EEG recordings from area 5 and area 21 before the
undercut. Bottom panel shows the electrographic seizure recorded from the same areas within 3 h after the undercut. Note initiation and highest amplitude of
electrographic seizure within relatively intact area 5.
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of intracellular recordings was ensured by cisternal drainage, bilat-

eral pneumothorax, and by filling the hole made for recordings with a

solution of 4% agar.

A large undercut throughout the white matter below the supra-

sylvian gyrus (10 mm postero-anteriorly and 3–4 mm medio-

laterally) was used to produce partial cortical deafferentation. The

knife was inserted in the posterior part of suprasylvian gyrus

perpendicular to its surface at a depth 3–4 mm, then rotated 908
and advanced rostrally along the gyrus parallel to its surface for a

total distance >10 mm, then moved back, rotated 908 and removed

from the same place where it was entered. Thus, the lateral and

anterior margins of the undercut cortex were intact and only the

posterior margin was relatively isolated.

Recordings

Field potential (EEG) recordings were obtained with 2 coaxial

electrodes, placed with the ring at the cortical surface and the tip

at �0.8–1 mm in the cortical depth, in the partially deafferented area

21 and relatively intact area 5 of the suprasylvian gyrus (Fig. 1, upper

panel). Those electrodes were inserted in the same sites before

(for control EEG recordings) and after the undercut. Extracellular

multiunit recordings were performed with two arrays of five tungsten

microelectrodes (impedance 8–12 MV) which were placed in areas

21 and 5, before the undercut (for control recordings) and 2–3 h after.

Single intracellular recordings were obtained using glass micro-

pipettes filled with 3 M potassium acetate (DC resistance,

30–70 MV). We recorded neuronal activity from the relatively intact,

anterior (area 5), and partially deafferented, posterior (area 21) parts

of the undercut suprasylvian gyrus. Intracortical stimulation was

performed with a bipolar coaxial macroelectrode inserted in the

middle part of suprasylvian gyrus, with equal distance between

recording sites. A paradigm of minimal intensity of stimulation

was used. A high-impedance amplifier (bandpass, 10 kHz) with an

active bridge circuitry was used to record and inject currents into the

cells. All electrical signals were digitized on-line with sample rate

20 kHz.

At the end of experiments, the cats were given a lethal dose of

intravenous somnotol. After experiments, the brain was removed and

the location of undercut and recording electrodes was verified on

80-mm-sections stained with thionine.

Data analysis

Resting properties of recorded neurons are presented as means� SDs.

Histograms of membrane potential distribution (see Fig. 4) were

created for successive periods of 10 s by counting the number of

samples with bins of 1 mV. The peaks of distribution that corresponded

to the most probable mode of membrane potential were taken as the

level of membrane potential. Membrane time constants (tm) were

calculated by fitting the charging phase of a voltage deflection to small

hyperpolarizing current pulse (200 ms duration) with one exponential.

Spontaneous multiunit firing rate was determined from 100-s periods

of recording for each studied depth of neocortex. Instantaneous firing

rate was determined as the inverse of the first interspike interval.

Means of comparative data were statistically evaluated with paired

Student’s t-test. Differences between means were considered signifi-

cant at P< 0.05. A single intracortical electrical stimulus was applied

every 2–3 s. The intensity was approximately twice as high as the

threshold intensity for eliciting an evoked potential. Inhibitory post-

synaptic potential (IPSP) analysis was performed on neurons that did

not reveal depolarizing responses at voltages more depolarized than

�60 mV. To calculate the reversal potential of IPSPs, de- and hyper-

polarizing current was injected into the neuron and the measures were

taken at the time corresponding to maximal amplitude of responses at

the most depolarized levels of membrane potential. Regression lines fit

the amplitude of the IPSP with respect to the membrane potential at the

peak.

Fig. 2. Electrophysiological features and relative distribution of four types of
neocortical neurons: regular-spiking (RS), intrinsically bursting (IB), fast-
rhythmic-bursting (FRB) and fast-spiking (FS). Four upper panels are responses
of four neuronal types (as indicated) to intracellularly applied depolarizing
current pulses (0.5 nA). Bottom panel shows percentage of different types of
neocortical neurons in intact (white bars), relatively intact area 5 (striped bars),
and partially deafferented area 21 (shaded bars). The number of neurons used
for analyses was n> 500 in intact cortex, n¼ 33 in relatively intact cortex, and
n¼ 47 in undercut cortex.
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Results

Partial cortical deafferentation led to the development of electro-

graphic seizures within 2–3 h of the undercut of the suprasylvian

gyrus (Fig. 1). However, the seizures never started from the partially

deafferented area 21 but from the relatively intact area 5, and the

amplitudes of paroxysmal waves were consistently higher in the

relatively intact area than in the partially deafferented one (Fig. 1).

The spatiotemporal development of acute seizures following neocor-

tical trauma is described elsewhere (Topolnik et al., 2003).

To investigate the role played by neurons recorded from partially

deafferented and relatively intact cortical areas in triggering electro-

graphic seizures, we analysed the intrinsic and synaptic properties in

two cortical areas: partially deafferented area 21 and relatively intact

area 5 within 1–2 h after undercut, before seizure onset. The basic

electrophysiological properties of neurons within both sites (n¼ 80)

were not affected by undercut. Thus, RS, IB, fast rhythmic-bursting

(FRB) and fast-spiking (FS) cells (Connors & Gutnick, 1990; Gray &

McCormick, 1996; Steriade et al., 1998) were recorded in partially

deafferented as well as in relatively intact areas (Fig. 2). Although the

proportion of RS, FRB and FS neurons was not significantly changed

compared with that found in our neuronal sample previously recorded

under anaesthesia from the completely intact cortex, the number of

neurons showing IB firing pattern was twofold higher in both partially

deafferented and relatively intact areas (Fig. 2, bottom panel). Burst

firing of these neurons would produce stronger postsynaptic impact as

compared with single spike firing (Timofeev et al., 2000). Besides,

�20% of neurons recorded from both sites demonstrated sponta-

neously occurring bursting (Fig. 3), a feature that could be indicative

of increased [Kþ]o (Jensen et al., 1994; Jensen & Yaari, 1997).

We hypothesized that target neurons in the undercut cortex would

demonstrate distinct intrinsic and synaptic properties because of the

various degrees of deafferentation. To test this possibility, we first

studied resting neuronal properties in the relatively intact and partially

deafferented areas (Fig. 4). Neurons in both areas demonstrated a slow

oscillatory pattern of activity with depolarization (up-state) during the

depth-negative phase of the EEG wave and hyperpolarization (down-

state) during the depth-positive phase of EEG wave (Fig. 4, upper

panel). However, neurons in the partially deafferented area 21 were

relatively more hyperpolarized, which prevented them from firing in

the most cases (Fig. 4, upper right). Although the mean resting

potential (Vm) between these two groups of neurons was not signifi-

cantly different, the tendency to a higher Vm was observed in partially

deafferented neurons (Fig. 4, middle and bottom panels). There were

no significant alterations in the apparent input resistance (Rin) or

membrane time constant (tm) between both neuronal populations.

Rin of neurons from relatively intact areas (n¼ 33) was 23� 8 MV

(range 12–46 MV) during the down-state and 13� 5 MV (range 6–

22 MV) during the up-state, whereas Rin of neurons from the partially

deafferented area (n¼ 47) was 22� 9 MV (range 11–48 MV) and

Fig. 3. Spontaneous bursting of partially deafferented neuron. Upper panel depicts EEG and intracellular recording from partially deafferented area 21. Note the
presence of spontaneous bursts in intracellular trace. One fragment of such bursting is expanded below (bottom left panel). Bottom right panels demonstrate a single
spontaneous spike-burst and the histogram of interspike intervals. Note the highest probability of interspike interval at �6–7 ms, reflecting the intraburst frequency.
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15� 6 MV (range 6–30 MV), respectively. Neurons in the relatively

intact area 5 had a mean membrane time constant of 10.6� 5.2 ms

(range 6–20 ms) and the mean time constant for partially deafferented

cells was 7.9� 2.9 ms (range 5–14 ms). Analysis of spike parameters

also indicated that partial cortical deafferentation did not affect spike

threshold, duration or amplitude. However, the tendency towards

hyperpolarization of partially deafferented neurons increased burst

firing in a subset of these neurons, which consequently produced larger

local depolarizations of postsynaptic neurons that was necessary to

induce electrographic seizures.

To further test the hypothesis that the distinct intrinsic excitability of

partially deafferented and relatively intact neurons is critical in the

induction of electrographic seizures, we examined the relationship

between the magnitude of intracellularly applied current steps and

neuronal firing rate (n¼ 6; Fig. 5). Pooling the number of spikes and

instantaneous firing rate (inverse of the first interspike interval) for

neurons from both relatively intact and partially deafferented areas

showed an enhancement between the amount of applied depolarization

and the output firing rate in relatively intact neurons (Fig. 5, bottom

right panel). By contrast, partially deafferented neurons demonstrated

Fig. 4. Comparison of spontaneous synaptic activity and level of membrane potential in neurons recorded from relatively intact (left panel) and partially deafferented
(right panel) cortical areas. Upper panel illustrates EEG and intracellular recordings from relatively intact and partially deafferented sites within the suprasylvian
gyrus. Below, histograms of membrane potential (Vm) of these neurons. Histograms were constructed by sampling of neuronal activity at 20 kHz and counting the
number of samples with bin of 1 mV. Bottom panel, population histograms of the modes of Vm for all recorded cells within relatively intact and partially deafferented
cortical areas (grey bars, Vm during neocortical depolarization; black bars, Vm during hyperpolarization). Note a shift in Vm to hyperpolarizing direction in partially
deafferented neurons.
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a weaker input-output relationship, with a greater level of frequency

adaptation. We compared the above-mentioned responses to responses

of neurons in intact cortex (no undercut, data from previous unpub-

lished experiments). The slope of frequency current relations in the

intact cortex was 143.2� 9.8 Hz/nA, which lay between slopes of

partially deafferented and relatively intact neurons (Fig. 5), but was not

statistically different from both groups of neurons. Statistical differ-

ence was found only between partially deafferented and relatively

Fig. 5. Comparison of intrinsic excitability of relatively intact and partially deafferented neocortical neurons. Upper panels are responses of neurons from relatively
intact (left panels) and partially deafferented (right) cortical areas to intracellularly applied current pulses of different intensities. The neurons shown had similar Vm

(intact, �63 mV; partially deafferented, �65 mV). Bottom left plot represents the spike numbers in response to depolarizing current pulses of increasing intensity.
Bottom middle plot shows initial instantaneous firing frequency (reciprocal of first spike interval) vs. amplitude of current injection. Bottom right bars demonstrate the
initial slope of the f–I curve for a sample of neurons from intact, relatively intact and partially deafferented cortex. Note the significant differences in spike number and
f–I curve slope between partially deafferented and relatively intact neurons. Empty symbols, relatively intact neurons; filled symbols, partially deafferented neurons.
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FIG. 6.

Fig. 7.
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intact neurons. These data suggest that the increased intrinsic excit-

ability of neurons from the relatively intact area, adjacent to the

undercut, is an important determinant for triggering electrographic

seizures in the immediate hours after this type of cortical deafferenta-

tion.

Some of the partially deafferented neurons displayed signs of injury

(relatively wide action potential, great frequency adaptation) despite

the selective analysis of neurons with a Vm not more depolarized than

�60 mVand with a spike amplitude of at least 70 mV. Sample traces of

such neurons are shown in Fig. 5 (right panel). The only explanation is

that the undercutting of cortex is a substantial trauma and some of the

neurons, especially those located closest to where the knife entered,

have been damaged and can be influenced by some factors, such as

increased [Kþ]o, [Ca2þ]o and/or glutamate excitotoxicity (Moody et al.,

1974; Traynelis & Dingledine, 1988; Lipton & Rosenberg, 1994;

McNamara, 1994; Sakowitz et al., 2002). For the analysis of neuronal

intrinsic excitability, only pairs of cells with similar resting properties

were chosen, and the intrinsic excitability of relatively intact neurons

was compared with that of most likely injured cells. Thus, we observed

that the intrinsic excitability of relatively intact neurons is much higher

than that of partially deafferented and obviously damaged neurons.

To further characterize differences in responses of neurons in

relatively intact vs. partially deafferented cortex, we compared

responses of neurons to intracellularly applied hyperpolarizing current

pulses in order to reveal depolarizing sags mediated by Ih. We found

that the proportion of neurons revealing depolarizing sag in relatively

intact cortex (six neurons, �20%) was similar to neurons in intact

cortex (Timofeev et al., 2002a). By contrast, in partially deafferented

cortex the proportion of neurons revealing depolarizing sag in response

to hyperpolarizing current pulse, which occurred during hyperpolar-

izing states of the network, was much higher (23 out of 47 neurons). In

these neurons, the depolarizing sag obviously contributed to the

repolarization of neurons during hyperpolarizing phases of slow

oscillation (Fig. 6). Such a depolarizing sag was not found when

the hyperpolarizing current pulses were applied during depolarizing

phases of the slow oscillation, suggesting contribution of Ih in its

generation. The fact that Ih-related depolarizing sag was found in

larger proportion of neurons in places closer to the undercut could be

attributed to the increased extracellular levels of Kþ resulting from

direct cellular damage.

To test the hypothesis that different levels of intrinsic excitability in

the partially deafferented area 21 and relatively intact area 5 were

expressed in the different levels of spontaneous synaptic activity, we

first performed simultaneous recordings of neuronal multiunit activity

from these two areas, from the cortical surface down to 2000 mm

(Fig. 7). In both areas, the recorded neuronal pools revealed in control

conditions a pattern of slow oscillation. The spontaneous firing rates of

neurons in area 5 was not affected by the cortical undercut, whereas

neurons in area 21 displayed a significant reduction in the level of their

spontaneous firing at the depths of 700–2000mm (Fig. 7, upper and

middle panels). These double recordings also show that the low level of

spontaneous synaptic activity recorded in the partially deafferented

Fig. 6. Depolarizing sag in partially deafferented neurons. Upper panel shows a fragment of field potential and intracellular recordings from area 21. The recordings
were taken 2 mm rostrally from the place where knife entered. Bottom panels show the averages of spontaneous long-lasting hyperpolarizing potentials (the onset of
hyperpolarization was taken as zero time), responses to hyperpolarizing current pulses during hyperpolarizing and depolarizing phases of the slow oscillation.
Depolarizing sag that occurred at hyperpolarizing voltages is indicated by an arrow.

Fig. 7. Spontaneous multiunit firing in relatively intact area 5 and partially deafferented area 21. Upper panel shows filtered traces (>200 Hz) of multiunit activity
from area 5 and 21 before (control) and after (undercut) the deafferentation. Bottom panel indicates depth distribution of spontaneous firing rate of neurons recorded in
both sites of suprasylvian gyrus.

Fig. 8. Synaptic excitability in relatively intact and partially deafferented areas
of the suprasylvian gyrus. Depth distribution of cortically evoked potentials
recorded simultaneously from the relatively intact (left) and partially deaf-
ferented (right) cortical sites before (thick line) and 2 h after (thin line) the
undercut of suprasylvian gyrus. Note dramatic increase in amplitudes of evoked
potentials after the undercut in relatively intact cortex. Stimuli applied in the
middle of gyrus (see Fig. 1).
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area 21 stands in contrast to more efficient synaptic events in the

relatively intact area 5. Such a difference between the levels of

spontaneously occurring synaptic activity in these two areas suggests

that only relatively intact neurons in area 5 may actually contribute to

seizure generation. Furthermore, the increased spontaneous firing rate

within the relatively intact area 5 could occur simultaneously with the

decreased spontaneous firing rate in the partially deafferented area 21.

The increased firing in area 5 might contribute to the initiation of

electrographic seizures, which was occasionally observed when no

paroxysmal activities were apparent in recordings from the deaffer-

ented area (data not shown).

The role of synaptic activity in the generation of electrographic

seizures in the undercut cortex was studied further using simultaneous

recordings of evoked potentials within relatively intact and partially

deafferented cortical areas. We compared the depth distribution of

cortically evoked potentials in both sites before and after the undercut

(Fig. 8). Evoked potentials in the partially deafferented area 21 were

comparable before and after the undercut (Fig. 8, right panel). By

contrast, in the relatively intact area 5, cortically evoked potentials

were dramatically increased after the undercut (Fig. 8, left panel).

These findings suggest that synaptic inputs produce much greater

impact onto neurons in relatively intact, than in partially deafferented,

areas.

Taken together, these results implicate strongly the increased

intrinsic and synaptic excitability of neurons from the relatively intact

area, adjacent to undercut, as key events in the generation of electro-

graphic seizures. We further asked whether altered inhibitory pro-

cesses could also contribute to the development of electrographic

seizures in this model of cortical trauma. To test this possibility, we

measured the reversal potential of early IPSPs in neurons recorded

from both sites of the undercut cortex (Fig. 9). All neurons recorded

along the partially deafferented suprasylvian gyrus showed a reversal

potential for early IPSPs shifted in a depolarizing direction

(�58� 3 mV; n¼ 30; Fig. 9, bottom right plot), as compared with

neurons from nontraumatized, control cortex (�70� 2 mV; n¼ 30).

Discussion

The occurrence of local electrographic paroxysms in relatively intact

cortical areas and the weakness or absence of such paroxysmal activity

in partially deafferented areas suggest that following undercut locally

increased neuronal excitability facilitates seizure generation. The

increases in intrinsic as well as synaptic neuronal excitability within

an area adjacent to the undercut cortex areas act synergistically in

triggering electrographic seizures within a few hours after the under-

cut. The increased number of IB neurons, acting as amplifiers, would

Fig. 9. Reversal potential for early IPSPs of neurons in partially deafferented cortex. Electroncephalogram and intracellular recording with current monitor
from partially deafferented cortex is shown in upper panel. Left bottom panel illustrates a superimposition of neuronal responses evoked by bipolar electrical stimuli
from different levels of membrane potential as determined by intracellular current injection. Bottom right panel, response amplitude as a function of membrane
potential.
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enhance the probability of seizures; besides, a positive shift in the

reversal potential for early IPSPs (see Fig. 9) suggests that [Kþ]o is

increased in the undercut cortex and can be an additional factor in

triggering seizures (Jensen et al., 1994, 1997; DeFazio et al., 2000).

The partial deafferentation accompanied by slight hyperpolarization of

neurons could be a supplementary factor leading to a high proportion

of IB neurons. The ratio of these factors in relatively intact and

partially deafferented cortex remains unknown, but they both con-

tributed to the increased burst firing of neurons in traumatized and

surrounding cortical areas. Trauma-related increase in extracellular

glutamate levels might also contribute to the generation of paroxysmal

activities (Sakowitz et al., 2002).

Our findings reveal an important mechanism underlying the devel-

opment of electrographic seizure within hours after partial deaffer-

entation. Although neurons from both relatively intact and partially

deafferented areas might contribute to the generation of electrographic

paroxysmal activity, its initiation is localized prevalently in relatively

intact areas and propagation to partially deafferented sites is limited

(Topolnik et al., 2001). This suggests that changes in intrinsic and

synaptic neuronal excitability could operate to localize the paroxysms

within relatively intact areas. Our data also suggest that any synaptic

input to relatively intact neurons is efficient to produce large depolar-

izations required for seizure induction. Because these neurons are

partially deafferented, the early components of homeostatic plasticity

(Turrigiano, 1999) could contribute to an increase in their excitability.

Slight changes in resting properties (increase in Vm and Rin) of these

neurons may become significant in chronic conditions and could lead

to increased excitability. For example, the chronic absence of sponta-

neous synaptic activity increases the intrinsic and synaptic respon-

siveness in neocortical cultured neurons (Turrigiano et al., 1998; Desai

et al., 1999). Chronically axotomized neurons undergo alterations in

intrinsic membrane properties and become more responsive to exci-

tatory inputs in months after the injury (Tseng & Prince, 1996). It has

been hypothesized that the increased neuronal excitability accounts for

the observed hyperexcitability even in the presence of enhanced inhibi-

tion (Bush et al., 1999). Finally, a significant degree of axonal reorga-

nization by increasing the numbers and density of synaptic contacts

takes place in the chronically injured cortex (Salin et al., 1995).

Disinhibition could also play a role in the generation of trauma-

related electrographic seizures (Tasker & Dudek, 1991; van den Pol et al.,

1996; Prince et al., 1997). The positive shift in Cl– reversal potential

(see Fig. 9) might be a result of the activity of the neuron-specific protein

Kþ- Cl– (KCC2) cotransporter (DeFazio et al., 2000) and would enhance

a neuronal depolarization at neurons within intact as well as within

partially deafferented sites, thus facilitating the seizure development and

propagation (Timofeev et al., 2002b). It has been shown that deaf-

ferentation can initiate a regressive switch in GABAergic response

polarity from hyperpolarizing to depolarizing (Vale & Sanes, 2000),

perhaps in the most severely disconnected neurons. GABAergic synaptic

events reverse at depolarized potentials and contribute to interictal

activity in human temporal lobe epilepsy (Cohen et al., 2002).

The undercut cortex that we investigated as a model of chronic

neuronal hyperexcitability and epileptogenesis (Burns, 1951; Sharpless,

1969; Halpern, 1972; Prince & Tseng, 1993) reflects, at least partially,

the pathology that occurs after head injury, in which white matter

lesions can effectively undercut the cortex. Indeed, some patients with

epilepsy due to a localized lesion develop seizures that are initiated

within two sites, one in the vicinity of the lesion and another in the

contralateral hemisphere (Falconer et al., 1962; Morell, 1979). In

chronic conditions, the undercut cortex would help to reveal additional

forms of deafferentation-related epileptogenesis, such as epileptogen-

esis from glial tumours or others.

The existence of a form of electrographic seizure that does not

require long-term neuronal hyperexcitability has implications for the

network and cellular mechanisms of acutely developing trauma-induced

epilepsy (Kollevold, 1976). Obviously, only relatively intact neurons,

spatially localized in the vicinity of a traumatic lesion, are expected to

produce the first signs of electrographic paroxysmal activity. Although

growing seizures invade much of the partially deafferented sites, their

spread in the region with decreased excitability is more limited,

implying that trauma-induced partial deafferentation will first induce

seizure within confined cortical domains. Highly localized hyperexcit-

ability might therefore arise from the nonuniform distribution of

synaptic weight within the dendritic tree of single neurons and clusters

of effective synapses in dendritic domains. Synaptic inputs to neurons

with an increased intrinsic excitability would promote initial parox-

ysmal discharges that through intracortical connections would involve

neighbouring areas into paroxysmal activities.

Our data suggest that, following penetrating wounds, early local

therapy around the damaged cortex, which would decrease the inci-

dence of bursting neurons, would prevent development of acute

seizures and subsequent epileptogenesis. The variety of applied tools

may include drugs controlling Kþ homeostasis, activation of persistent

Naþ and/or high threshold Ca2þ currents and muscarinic agonists.
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